Automotive Technology 5th Edition
Chapter 72 TEMPERATURE SENSORS
Opening Your Class
KEY ELEMENT

EXAMPLES

Introduce Content

This course or class provides complete coverage of the components,
operation, design, and troubleshooting. It correlates material to task
lists specified by ASE and NATEF and emphasizes a problem-solving
approach. Chapter features include Tech Tips, Frequently Asked
Questions, Real World Fixes, Videos, Animations, and NATEF Task
Sheet references.
Explain how the knowledge of how something works translates into
the ability to use that knowledge to figure why the engine does not
work correctly and how this saves diagnosis time, which translates
into more money.

Motivate Learners

State the learning
objectives for the chapter
or course you are about to
cover and explain this is
what they should be able
to do as a result of
attending this session or
class.

Explain learning objectives to students as listed below:
1. Describe the purpose and function of engine coolant
temperature sensors.
2. Describe how to inspect and test temperature sensors.
3. Diagnose emissions and drivability problems resulting from
malfunctions in the intake air temperature control systems.
4. Discuss how automatic fluid temperature sensor valves can
affect transmission operation.

Establish the Mood or
Climate
Complete Essentials
Clarify and Establish
Knowledge Base

Provide a WELCOME, Avoid put downs and bad jokes.
Restrooms, breaks, registration, tests, etc.
Do a round robin of the class by going around the room and having
each student give their backgrounds, years of experience, family,
hobbies, career goals, or anything they want to share.
th

NOTE: This lesson plan is based on the 5 Edition Chapter
Images found on Jim’s web site @
www.jameshalderman.com
LINK CHP 72: ATE5 Chapter Images

ICONS

Chapter 72 Temperature Sensors
1. SLIDE 1 Chapter 72 Temperature Sensors

2. SLIDE 2 EXPLAIN FIGURE 72-1 A typical engine
coolant temperature (ECT) sensor.
3. SLIDE 3 EXPLAIN FIGURE 72-2 A typical ECT sensor
temperature versus voltage curve.
Check for ADDITIONAL VIDEOS & ANIMATIONS @
http://www.jameshalderman.com/
WEB SITE IS CONSTANTLY UPDATED

Videos
DEMONSTRATION: Show the students how

to locate coolant temperature sensors using an
electronic component locator in the ONLINE

SERVICE INFORMATION

4. SLIDE 4 EXPLAIN Figure 72-3 A typical two-step
ECT circuit showing that when the coolant temperature is
low, the PCM applies a 5-volt reference voltage to the
ECT sensor through a higher resistance compared to when
the temperature is higher.
5. SLIDE 5 EXPLAIN Figure 72-4 transition between steps
usually occurs at a temperature that would not interfere
with cold engine starts or the cooling fan operation. In this
example, the transition occurs when the sensor voltage is
about 1 volt and rises to about 3.6 volts
DISCUSSION: Have the students talk about
sensors with a negative temperature
coefficient (NTC). How is an NTC sensor
different from most other components?
DEMONSTRATION: Show the students how to
use a hydrometer and/or refractometer to analyze

coolant mixture.
DISCUSSION: Have the students discuss the

difference between a hydrometer & refractometer.
Which tester would they prefer to use? Why?
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DEMONSTRATION: Show students how to
properly pressure-test a cooling system, to
determine cooling system condition.

DISCUSSION: Have the students talk about ECT
operation. How can incorrect coolant level,

incorrect coolant mixture, and/or incorrect system
pressure cause inaccurate ECT operation?
6. SLIDE 6 EXPLAIN Figure 72-5 Measuring resistance
of the ECT sensor. The resistance measurement can then
be compared with specifications

Show ANIMATION:
Test Engine Coolant Temperature ECT
Sensor (View) (Download)
7. SLIDE 7 EXPLAIN Figure 72-6 When the voltage drop
reaches approximately 1.20 volts, the PCM turns on a
transistor. The transistor connects a 1-kΩ resistor in
parallel with the 10-kΩ resistor. Total circuit resistance
now drops to around 909 ohms. This function allows the
PCM to have full binary control at cold temperatures up to
approximately 122°F, and a second full binary control at
temperatures greater than 122°F
8. SLIDE 8 EXPLAIN Figure 72-7 An ECT sensor being
tested using a digital meter set to DC volts and record
mode to capture the data shown. A chart showing the
voltage decrease of the ECT sensor as the temperature
increases from a cold start. The bumps at the bottom of the
waveform represent temperature decreases when the
thermostat opens and is controlling coolant temperature
DEMONSTRATION: Show how to use an
ohmmeter FIGURE 72-5 to test engine coolant
temperature sensors. Show how to use a voltmeter
to check for proper ECT circuit operation.

FIGURE 72-6 & 7
DISCUSSION: Have the students discuss how
excessive resistance in ECT circuit would

affect the computer control system. What effect
would excessive resistance have on engine
operation, fuel economy, and emissions?
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DEMONSTRATION: Show the students how to
use a scan tool to retrieve ECT circuit voltage
and coolant temperature.

Some older Toyotas will display a fixed
value of 176 on scan tool if there is an ECT
circuit malfunction.
DISCUSSION: Have the students discuss the
significance of fixed ECT readings. What is
indicated by a – 40° F reading on scan tool? What is
indicated by a 248°F reading?
9. SLIDE 9 EXPLAIN Figure 72-8 IAT sensor on this GM
3800 V-6 engine is in the air passage duct between the air
cleaner housing and the throttle body.

DISCUSSION: Have the students discuss IAT

operation. What impact does IAT sensor have on
air-fuel mixture? FIGURE 72-8

DEMONSTRATION: Remove an IAT sensor from
a vehicle. Hook up an ohmmeter to show how

resistance changes when you hold sensor in your
hand. Discuss how body heat may lead to incorrect
diagnosis of sensor condition.
HANDS-ON TASK: Have the students locate an
IAT sensor on a vehicle and perform a visual
inspection. FIGURE 72-8

DISCUSSION: Have the students discuss how a

short-to ground in the 5 V reference wire would
affect IAT operation. What would be the effect on
air-fuel mixture and emissions?
HANDS-ON TASK: Have the students use a scan
tool to retrieve ECT & IAT circuit voltage and
temperature. How can this data be used to
diagnose malfunctions?
DISCUSSION: Discuss the different types of
temperature sensors used on vehicles. Ask them to
talk about different types of conditions sensors are
exposed to. How does this affect design of sensors?
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DISCUSSION: discuss temperature sensor
diagnostic trouble codes. Why will most
computer control systems set a DTC for

temperature sensor circuit only open or grounded?
ON-VEHICLE NATEF TASK Inspect and test
TEMPERATURE Sensor using GMM or DSO;
perform necessary action. Page 238
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